
SEWCIALTM ’S GUIDE TO BUYING A SEWING MACHINE 

Black Friday, Small Business Saturday, Cyber Monday and New Year’s Resolution planning has 
many people thinking about gifts for loved ones. I for one, love the gift of experiences and skill 
building. That is why I get delighted when people ask about what kind of sewing machine to buy 
during this great time of year filled with great savings.  
 
There are so many CHOICES and the more people you ask, the more answers you will get. 
People love to share, and also overshare. They get excited about their craft, hobby or passion 
and get excited quickly about all that they know, not realizing how easily too much information 
can become overwhelming. So, I will keep this simple and easy for you because SewcialTM 

wants you to feel awesome about the valuable skill of sewing.  
 
Start with where you already are 

- What kind of sewing do you want to do? There are categories within sewing just as their 
are mediums in painting. Most people want to sew pillows, home decor, clothing and 
accessories. There’s a machine for that.  

- What stores are nearby that you would enjoy spending your time and money. It’s okay to 
shop around. 

- Remember that you are a beginner. You don’t have to know everything. 
 
Types of machines 

- Straight stitch machine: Most common type of machine - used for most constructed 
items and the machines that SewcialTM  uses in all classes. Most standard machines 
come with 10-80 stitches which will allow you do do more than just a basic stitch.  

- Serger - turn your shirt inside out and notice the zig zag stitching. This is a more 
sophisticated machine that makes garment construction efficient and durable.  

- Embroidery machine: Fancy, decorative stitches for custom artwork and designs on 
constructed projects.  

 
Do 

- Be excited and confident. Skillbuilding is awesome! 
- Take your time looking at the details and reviews 
- Feel okay examining and touching a display machine 
- Buy accessories to encourage your sewing: scissors, fabric, and a beginner class like 

those offered from SewcialTM  
- Pop out the wine and read the user’s manual. We are always available to help answer 

questions about the knobs, loopdy loops and buttons. 
 
Don’t 

- Buy from Craigslist unless you know the person or know they are a sewist and can be 
honest about the machine’s condition, or bring an experienced sewist with you. Buying 
used from a retailer is also okay - consider the machines “certified used” and have gone 
through extensive maintenance or have new replacement parts to make them good as 
new.  
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- Let the parts intimidate you. If you can drive a car, you can drive them all. In the end, all 
machines are just simpler or fancier versions of each other.  

- Be intimidated. Everyone starts somewhere. Practice makes perfect. All good things 
come to those who are patient….. Insert all clitches that make you feel good here. You 
are about to become a sewist! 

 
What to buy 

- It might seem like an antiquated philosophy, though weight and price are considerations. 
Mid-range machines ($250-$375) will likely serve you well and grow with you as your 
skill develops. A heavier machine will not wobble or “walk” as much on your sewing 
platform as you sew. We have recc’s for lower price machines that rank really high in 
durability and awesomeness factor.  

- Some companies are exciting emerging sewist with new vintage inspired or novelty 
sewing machines. If it is what inspires you to sew, then we will never stop you. These 
machines might need an upgrade over time, but will serve their purpose for making 
lovely pieces and get you on the right start.  

- Warranty and/maintenance plan - these are relatively inexpensive and will give you 
peace of mind when you encounter an insolvable problem.  

- A class/workshop like the really fun, all experience classes from SewcialTM  
 
SewcialTM ‘s favorite machines 
I encourage you to buy any machine that makes you excited about sewing. SewcialTM has 
extensive experience with a variety of machines. Here are some of our favorites that we know 
are durable, easy to use and are all the things that will get you on your way to becoming the 
sewing badass that you want to be. 
 

 
 
 
Singer Tradition: Accessible price point, Durable, Has some convenient 
auto features. Lovely machine if you would like or need the convenience of 
a semi-automated machine. Easy to understand quickly. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Janome 1000 - Heavy duty, stable, work horse, excellent brand, 
can stand up to most all projects. My absolute favorite machine 
and will last a lifetime.  
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Singer Tradition - She’s an all around good girl and with an easy 

to obtain price point. This is a sure bet if you are on the fence about 
your new hobby. We promise she will get you going.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Singer Heavy Duty 4452 - This should be in Oprah’s Favorite Things. It’s 
everything bundled in one tidy and durable package.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Janome, sweet Janome. This is a fantastic brand. This is an entry level 
machine that won’t steer you wrong.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Singer 9960 made an entry level sewing machine with 600 stitches! 
You might not get to using all of them, but you might as well try. I 
love this machine because of it’s extended arm, speed, and 
automation. For such a fancy machine, it’s priced at under $300.  

 


